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Questions:

- What is the structure of 'Space and the Universe' ?

- How was the 'Past' and the 'Future' ?

- Why does the Universe looks like it does,  

 or does is look like it does because we are looking?

- Is our Universe unique ?



  

  

 

What is Space, Time  and Gravitation ?



  

The Rubber Sheet Picture of Gravity



  

  

 



  

  

 



  

  

 



  

Edwin Hubble (1889 – 1953)



  

Hubble’s Law



  

“The Worst Mistake of My Life.”

1) The original version of 
Einstein’s equations of 
general relativity demanded 
that the universe expand or 
contract.

2) In those days (1917) the 
universe was thought to be 
static, so Einstein added an 
extra term to the equations so 
they gave a static universe.

3) Ten years later the 
expansion of the universe 
was discovered and the extra 
term was removed.



  

  

 

What is the Past and Future of the Universe ?



  

The Newtonian View of the Expansion of the Universe



•Evolution of the Universe

   3E6yrs
                         1E9yrs                                                 
                                     
                           
                                                                           13.7E9yrs



  

  

 

Some 80 years later: A Big Surprise: 
Type Ia Supernovae as 'quasi'-standard Candles 

 (Phillips & Co.  1989ff) 

(Animation from Saul's Webpage)



  

Observables in Type Ia Supernovae

 

Composite of 22  SNeIa  light curves                                 Brightness decline relation
 (Branch & Tammann, 1992, ARAA 405,5)                          (mostly CTIO data)
                                                                       

Maximum Spectra between 2000 and 8000 A 
(Hoeflich, 1995, ApJ 443, 89) - LC s are rather similar

- decline rate is related to brightness
  (cosmology!!!)

- spectra are governed by Doppler
 shifted lines (10000km/sec) of
  products of explosive C/O/Si burning

PROBLEM: Are subluminous and
 normal bright SN in the same class?   

              Co-tail 

F



 The Brightness Decline Relation:Light Curves in a Nutshell

t<t(diff)                               t>>t(diff)

      Energy Input: Radioactive Decay 56Ni → 56Co → 56 Fe
      Products: X- and Gamma-ray photos + positrons

      Optical Luminosity:  
      Deposition of hard photos/positrons + diffusion of low energy photons + geometrical dilution 
      by expansion

                                                                                                                                
   

More 56Ni → Higher luminosity & temperature →larger opacity→longer diffusion time scales  



  

The Hubble Diagram for Type Ia Supernovae

Nobel Price 2011: Perlmutter, Riess & Schmidt



  

  

 



•Evolution of the Universe

3E6yrs
                           1E9yrs
      
           
                                      
                                                                                                                                           13.7E9yrs



  

The Light Produced by the Big Bang. I.

• Therefore it was 
full of black body 
radiation 
(Kirchhoff’s laws!).

•The early universe was hot, dense, and opaque.



  

The Big Bang Light Was Discovered in 1965 by…

Arno Penzias Robert Wilson

1978 Nobel Laureates in Physics



  

The Cosmic Microwave Background

Frequency  (= c/λ)

Intensity

• The peak of the spectrum is at 
about 1 mm.  These are micro-
waves so the light is called the 
Cosmic Microwave 
Background, or CMB.

• The corresponding temperature 
is 2.7 

• The spectrum is not measurably 
different from a black body 
spectrum.



Fluctuations in the MWB
Does this look totally random to you?



Inflation: Why do we need it,
or why is the CMB isotropic? •  

Guth (1981): Expansion to 3 billion light years within 1E-35 seconds. 
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The sun shines with a power of 3.85e33 erg/s = 3.85e26 Watts
It has done so for 4.7 Bio. years (d: Milliarden) 

Stars and Star explosions have created the chemical 
elements our world (and we) are made from
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A little “Light Matter” 

Only nuclear reactions can convert 
the chemical elements

–  The big bang only created 
Hydrogen and Helium

–  We are made of Hydrogen, Carbon, Oxygen, 
Calcium,  etc.

– The heavier elements (>He) around us were 
created in stars and star explosions 

– Is this just another curious coincidence of the 
Universe ?
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Step 1: 
• available: 1H, some 4He

pp-chains: 1H   4He

p+p   d + e+ + νe

Step 2:
• available: p, some d,4He

d+p   3He

Step 3:
• available: p, some 3He,4He
  little d (rapid destruction)

86% 3He+3He   2p + 4He
14% 3He+4He   7Be

14%

86%

14%

0.02%

14% 7Be + e−   7Li+νe

0.02% 7Be + p    8B

Step 4: 

Step 5:

8B   e+ + νe + 8Be

7Li + p   8Be
2 x 4He
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When stars run out of Hydrogen, 
they burn Helium

That is easier 
said than 
done !
12C can not be 
made “step by 
step”.  
Nature needs to 
collide three
Helium-nuclei 
within 
10-15 seconds !
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4He + 4He +4He  = 12C

We got lucky !!!
Nature chose to put a 
Resonant state in 12C at 
7.45 MeV (“Hoyle state”).

Without this state, 
the universe would still 
be made of Hydrogen and 
Helium. 



  

Curious Accidents and 
Coincidences

The isotropic microwave background radiation implies that the 
universe expanded faster than c very early.  

Currently the universe is flat
(Acceleration due dark energy currently balances the deceleration 
of known matter.)

The universe is made from matter and contains essentially no anti-
matter. 

Protons can not stick to other protons.

Three Helium nuclei can stick together to form Carbon. 



  

The State of the Cosmos

Our current laws of physics break down at the 
beginning of time.

Still, the laws of physics contain “Constants of 
Nature”, which seem carefully balanced to produce 
a universe we can live in.

We don't know why, but we keep trying and maybe 
succeed.  

Some of the attempts predict  a multitude of “parallel” 
universes, each with different “Constants of 
Nature”. 



  

The “Anthropic” Principle

The “Constants of Nature” indeed are carefully balanced just to 
produce a universe we can live in, 

because we are alive and measured the Constants of Nature in this 
universe.

This philosophy would mean that Physics has indeed
reached the limits of its own scope; There is no “cause” for the 
structure of the current universe.  



  

Artikel 1
”et es wie et es”

The laws of nature are as they are.

Artikel 2
“et kütt wie et kütt”

We see the nature as it is because we can observe it 

Artikel 3
“et hätt noch emmer jot jegange.” 

It always went well (not the end of the physics)

Fundamental  laws of a German tribe near Colon 
(as formulated by a brewery and translated by Ingo Wiedenhoever)



  

  

 



Build up a 
power 
spectrum by 
averaging 
over m-
modes.  
(large 
uncertainties 
for low-l 
modes)



  

How the Distances between Galaxies (or Anything 
Else) Increase in an Expanding Universe
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